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PAUL KLATT I _Staff Photographer 
ie Franklin, far left, a1id his wife Golda are honored during halftime of 
sday's basketball game. Presenting awards to the Franklins are 
right to left) Eastern President Stanley Rives, Athletic Director R. C. 
n and Charleston Mayor Murray Choate. 
astern, city bid farewell 
o one ne�ther will forget 
farewell ceremony was given 
:Jimmie Franklin,  a former 
instructor, by both Eastern 
e city of Charleston at Lantz 
Wednesday night. 
Jin was honored during 
e ceremonies of the Eastern:­
basketball game for his 
utions to the university and 
klin, Eastern ' s  NCAA 
tative, was instrumental in 
tion of the new Gateway 
nee, in which Eastern 
"c teams compete. 
· g the ceremony, Eastern 
nt Stanley Rives read a letter 
he wrote to Franklin after the 
ctor informed Eastern he had 
ed a teaching position at 
rbilt. 
Jimmie Franklin contributed much to 
Eastern's athletic programs. For 
additional information on Franklin's 
background, see page 16. 
"Even though you will be leaving 
us, your contributions will not be 
forgotten, "  Rives said. 
Charleston Mayor Murray 
Choate presented Franklin with a 
proclama(ion that the city will 
observe , Thursday ·as Jimmie 
Franklin Oay. 
" We gave him this day because he 
served the City, the community, and 
the university, ' '  Choate said. 
· "Hopefully my greatest con­
tribution is having done my job 
effectively," Franklin said. 
"On Jimmie Franklin Day I may 
go out to lunch somewhere, -but I ' ll 
head back to work �nd continue 
working on my book, "  he said .  
Student$ tolerant Of 
AIDS victims survey 
. 
' 
Students and university agree 
By JEAN WRIGHT . 
Campus editor · 
Eastern students seem to be tolerant 
of allowing AIDS victims into 
, - classrooms , according to a sociology 
class poll . 
According to poll results,  67 percent 
of students polled believe that AIDS 
victims should be allowed in Eastern' s  
classrooms . Only 10 percent believed 
that the victims should not be allowed 
in the classroom and 23 percent were 
· undecided . 
Eastern students' telerant attitudes 
toward AIDS victims is in line with the 
university' s  proposed policy o f  
allowfog victims i n  the classroom . 
Glenn Williams,  vice president for 
student affairs , said he sensed 
toleration from the students toward the 
disease. 
Williams said he believed the disease 
was viewed by the campus as more of a 
sickness than a disease with a 
- stigmatism attached to it. 
"Afterall. when people are sick , 
they' re sick , "  he said . 
· 
Johnetta Jones , afro-american 
studies director and sociology in­
structor, said one reason college 
students might be more tolerant of the 
AIDS problem is because there are no 
reported cases on campus. 
"When it becomes real is when there 
is a problem, "  Jones said. "For 
example, let 's  say a person says that 
they like green people. 
"But the minute a green person 
moves next door to them they say, 'I 
don't want that green person living 
next door to me. Am I going to turn 
green too?"' 
Although no AIDS cases have been 
reported on campus, there is no 
guarantee Eastern will escape the 
disease. 
Counseling Center Director Bud 
Sanders has said he believes Eastern 
wili have a case of AIDS within the 
next one or two years . Gay students 
_have agreed with Sanders prediction. 
Jones said- she belieV\!s college 
students are traditionally more tolerant 
of behavior that differs from the norm . 
In the survey, the -breakdown of 
graae levels showed that the older the 
student, the more tolerant they were of 
the AIDS problem. 
. 
One hundred percent of graduate 
students surveyed said AIDS victims 
should be allowed in the classroom. 
Seventy-seven percent of seniors, 67 
percent of the juniors , 68 percent of 
the sophomores and 55 percent of the 
freshmen agreed with that position . 
Jones -said she believes the survey 
reflects the students' level of in­
telligence . 
"Co llege students are more 
kn owledgable about  ·the AIDS 
problem, "  she said . "As they grow 
more away from home, they become 
tolerant of people that are different. 
" Freshmen are still tied to home and 
their parents ' beliefs and values, "  
Jones said. " Not that they lose their 
parents values when they go away to 
school , they just become more open to 
new ideas. 
"College is a time of ex­
perimentation, " she said. "The older 
they get, the more open they become to 
new ideas." 
Jones also said she was happy that 
students were so acceptable of the 
AIDS situation and she thinks it's  wise 
. that the university has drafted a policy 
regarding the problem, 
Williams said the policy was drafted 
because of national concer.n about the 
problem. 
"Generally, we drafted it because 
it' s  a communicable disease that people 
are concerned about," he said. 
Williams sent the proposed policy to. 
the Board of Governors for review and 
expects to. hear from them in the next 
few weeks. 
te Department release$ proof of Libyan terrorism 
iated Press 
Reagan acfministration 
d Libyan leader 
Khadafy o n  
day of operating 
s camps to train 
rists a n d  u s i n g  
tes or mercenaries" 
moderate Arab and 
leaders who have ties 
est and refuse to fight 
As the Reagan a d-
ministratio n continues to 
grope for ways to put Libyan 
leader Col. Moammar Khadafy 
in his place, several U.S. 
foreign policy experts agree 
the president's most recent 
actions are destined to fail. 
See page3. 
nounced new sanctions against 
Libya. It accused Libya of 59 
i nstances o f  supporting 
terrorism around the world 
since Nov.ember 1979. 
It also came as Reagan , in a 
followup to his actions 
Tuesday, ordered all Libyan 
government assets in the 
United States frozen. The 
order was effective im­
mediately . 
"Kh a d a fy h a s  u s e d  
terrorism as one o f  the 
primary instruments of his 
foreign policy and supports 
radical groups which use 
terrorist tactics, "  the report 
said. 
For the first time, the 
department said Khadafy had 
provided Iran for T-55 tanks ,  
anti-tank and anti-aircraft 
artillery; ammunition and 
Soviet-made SCUD rockets to 
use in its war with Iraq. Also , 
the report said, Libya supplies 
arms and money to Kurdish 
separatists in northern Iraq. 
Reagan accused Khadafy of 
supporting terrorist operations 
such as the Dec. 27 gun and 
grenade attacks at the Rome 
and Vienna airports in which 
19 people, including five 
Americans, were killed. 
Most of the accusations 
c o ntained in the State 
Department . document had 
been reported previously . 
Khadafy was not accused of 
engaging in terrorist activities 
against the United States , as 
the .Libyan leader threatened 
on Sunday to do if his country 
was attacked by Israel or the 
United States. 
The report sa\id King 
Hussein of Jordan, who has 
(See ST A TE, page 5) 
·drops ·not a class act Divestment protest urQed 
-marred by usual hassle of 'no seats,' page 3 Foundation opppnents drawing new batU�if}es, page 3 
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FDA sets guidelines for Jarvik-7 
- WASHINGTON-The Food and Drug Administration, 
responding to concerns about strokes and internal bleeding 
among artificial heart recipients, said Wednesday it has 
adopted new rules for permanent ,implants of the Jarvik-7 
heart that include heightened scrutiny of patient care. 
At the same time, it said it has Jorbidden further 
emergency use of a smaller, unapproved version of the 
Jarvik-7 until the agency can review the safety of the device. 
A 40-year-old Minnesota woman received the unapproved 
heart in an emergency operation last month. 
Dr. Robert Jarvik, who developed the heart, told the 
panel it has performed "extraordinarily well" under dif­
ficult circumstances. 
But Critics cited "devastating results" in the first four 
implants; in which two patients died and the remaining two 
suffered debilitating strokes. 
New spray protects against colds 
BOSTON-A nose spray made from the hormone in­
terferon is the first treatment to protect people from cat­
- ching the common cold, and it may someday become a 
routine weapon against this pervasive woe, researchers say. 
Two new studies found that the spray is highly potent 
against thinovirus, by far the most frequent cause of colds, 
when people use it at home. It can prevent nearly 80 percent 
of all colds caused by this variety of virus.  
The spray was powerless against other germs, such as the 
influenza virus, that also cause cold symptoms . But despite 
this shortcoming, those �ho used the spray suffered 40 
percent fewer colds overall than those who did not. 
"This is,  to our knowledge, the first instance where it has 
been possible under natural field conditions to show 
prevention of transmission of colds in the household , "  said 
Dr. FrederiC� G.  Hayden . 
FBI probe in Chicago continues 
CHICAGO-An undercover informant representing a 
company that wanted a lucrative city contract paid $40,000 
to a former aide to Mayor Harold Washington, according to 
rep,o.rt� pub!isped W�dnesday. 
-Washington publicly disassociated himself from the 
former aide Tuesday as an FBI probe of alleged city 
corruption continued. 
The Chicago Sun-Times, quoting unidentified sources , 
said undercover FBI informant Michael Raymond, 
representing Systematic Recovery Service Inc. of New York , 
paid Clarence McClain $40,000 to help discredit another 
company seeking the contract. 
Washington, who once described McClain as a valued 
friend and political adviser, attempted Tuesday to distance 
himself from the man he said was " perceived to be an in­
fluence peddler . ' '  
" He has no influence on this administration, "  the mayor 
said ... He has been severed from this administration, hook , 
line and sinker . "  
The Daily 
Eastern News 
'Oldest profession ' not to blame 
for spread of AIDS_-prostitutes 
CHICAGO (AP)-Female prostitutes are 
more likely to get- AIDS from their customers 
than to give it to them, says the outspoken leader 
of a national prostitutes' support group. 
" It's assumed that because whores have a 
number of sexual contacts that they spread the 
disease, "  Margo St. James, director of the San 
Francisco-based National Task Force . on 
Prostitution, said Tuesday. 
"But it's not the number of contacts that's 
important. It's  who you're doing it with. 
"To blame whores is irresponsible, sexist and 
stupid, "  said the 48-year-old grandmother and 
former prostitute who is now a private in-
vestigator. · 
St. James was responding to a warning issued 
Monday by . Chicago health officials, who said 
people who have sex with male or female 
prostitutes are at risk of contracting the deadly 
disease . 
Most female prostitues 
· 
insist that their 
customers use condoms to reduce the risk of 
disease, she said, and those who do not are more 
likely to contract AIDS than to spread it. 
In the United States, AIDS primarily has 
affected male homosexuals, with intravenous 
drug abusers and recipients of blood products 
also notably at risk. 
_ 
The disease has been linked to heterosexual 
prostitution in some African nations, however. 
Some doctors theorize that the AIDS virus 
passes only with difficulty from women to ID"" 
who are not exposed internally to the virus-Ii. 
women are-during heterosexual intercourse. 
Ms. St. James said statistics from the Centers 
for Disease Control in Atlanta show the disease 
was transmitted from women to men in 27 of the 
16,000 recorded U.S. AIDS cases . 
Candidates scuffle over schools. 
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-Adlai Stevenson, the 
Democratic candidate for governor, on Wed­
nesday called for an overhaul of the state' s  
controversial school consolidation plan and 
accused Gov. James R. Thompson of changing 
his stand on the issue. 
Calling the plan "arbitrary" and "die­
. tatorial , "  Stevenson proposed scrapping 
guidelines that suggest mergers of many small 
public school district into fewer, larger ones . 
He said consolidation should be urged only if 
schools can't provide basic courses needed for 
college admission. 
" School consolidation for the sake of con­
solidation is pointless , "  Stevenson said . 
His proposal won a partial endorsement from 
Thompson, who has sought to distance himsel 
from the school-district reorganization 
provisions of the education reform bill he sign 
last suMmer. 
While denying he had fl!P-flopped on th 
issue, the Republican governor said he coul 
support Stevenson 's plan to drop guidelines tha 
suggest mergers of elementary school distric 
with fewer than 500 students . 
" If the Legislature passed such a bill ,  I woul 
sign it , "  Thompson said . 
The governor also said he would approve 
Stevenson proposal to postpone scheduled loc 
referendums on consolidation from 1987 t 
1988. 
Prostitutes angry at peer deaths 
LOS ANGELES (AP)-A string of 1 5  
prostitute killings stretching from 1983 through 
New Year's  has frightened and angered 
prostitutes and their advocates , who say police 
·are indifferent to the crimes . · 
"The lack of seriousness they have given to 
this case says, 'Hey, you bump off a few 
hookers , it 's  OK, " '  Margaret Prescott of the 
group COYOTE said Wednesday. " Promoting 
the idea that it ' s  OK to kill someone becuase of 
what they do for a living is uncivilized and 
inhumane. "  
COYOTE-Call Off Your Old , Tired 
Ethics-is 
. 
a San Francisco-based group that 
advocates the decriminalization of prostitution. 
" No one cares because they're 
prostitutes , "  Ms.  Prescott said . "If they lived i 
Beverly Hills or Westwood, then everyone woul 
be interested . "  
But police said the case, to which a 17-memb 
task force was assigned Tuesday, has to 
priority . 
"We've got out best detectives assigned to th" 
case working 14 hours a day, and they've got t 
gall to suggest we're not doing anything , "  sa· 
Lt. Dan Cooke, a department spokesman. 
Despite an abundance of clues and composi 
drawing of a suspect , police say they are n 
optimistic about c�tching the killer soon . 
OD D 
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LARRY PETERSON I Staff Photographer 
Administrative Office Management major w.ades throughg all the 
she needs to prapare for adds-drops Wedenesday afternoon in 
Union Bookstore Lounge 
Su�prisingly short wait 
for students in adds line 
ith a semester beginning full of 
waits in line, some students 
a pleasant surprise at the 
p lines Wednesday in the 
Ballroom. 
eral students said they waited 
:verage of 1 0  minutes to get into 
ooni to add classes and that 
�ds line went quicker than 
• us semesters. 
homore . Sharon Balsis, a 
major, said she waited 
ybe less than five minutes" to 
into the ballroom and got the 
that she needed. 
phomore Doug Schneider, a 
-communications major, said 
did not have to wait at all , "  and 
ed the a,dds process "went 
this year" . . 
though many students said the 
line went well, junior Danette 
i said she encountered other 
blems. 
ardi said even though the lines 
t quickly to get into the 
oom, "the availability for 
was terrible. 
rm a speech-communications 
r and I went to business,  
psychology , home 
economics and physics just to get 3 
credit hours of anything that would 
work. 
Jerry Geisler, management and 
marketing department chairman, 
said the bu�iness department did 
"very well," and a new method for 
business administration minors was 
implemented. 
Geisler said the - technique is a 
"better method than in the past" 
because they can "work off those 
who are seniors . "  
He said students with 90 or more 
hours got the seats. Students with 
70 or more hours will get the 
remaining seats Thursday, and. on 
Friday whatever remains is for 
students below 70 hours. 
Students who still need to add 
classes can do so from 1 -3 : 30 p . m .  
Thursday and Friday i n  the Union 
Ballroom. 
Friday is the last day for adding 
classes. 
Students who need to add classes 
should bring their IDs . 
Drop cards,  which will be · 
available during add/drops and in 
the Registration Office, should be 
put in the drop box located outside 
the Registration Office in McAfee . 
Boxing in Libya 
For five years, U.S. attempts 
to keep Khadafy 'in his box' 
WASHINGTON (AP)-President 
Reagan's sanctions against Libya are 
the latest attempt in a five-year effort 
to put Moammer Kh;idafy "in his box 
where he belongs, ' '  but nothing has 
worked so far and experts say the new 
measures are destined to fail , too . 
Since taking office in 19�1,. the 
Reagan administration has sought to 
isolate Khadafy diplomatically, to 
surround him militarily, to cripple him 
economically and, reportedly, to 
subvert him domestically. 
But Knadafy remains as much of a 
problem as ever, accused by the United 
States of backing global terrorism, 
upsetting the search for a Middle East 
peace and subverting other nations as 
far away as Central America. 
At his news conference Tuesday 
night, Reagan called Khadafy's  "an 
outlaw regime" and " a  pariah in the 
world community. ' '  
O n  Wednesday, following u p  o n  his 
order Tuesday to halt all U . S .  business 
dealings with Libya, the president 
ordered all Libyan government assets 
in the United States frozen. 
Few specialists challenge Reagan's  
characterization of Khadafy,  but they 
say the administration really hasn't 
done anything yet that would seriou�ly 
harm the Libyan leader. That would 
involve a major military action, and 
Robert Kupperman, a Georgetown 
University terrorism analyst ,  said, " I  
think we've got to face i t  eventually. ' '  
Even th,e one U . S .  military action, 
the shooting down gf two Libyan jets 
which fired on an American aircraft in 
1 98 1  over the Gulf of Sidra, may 
actually have helped Khadafy ' s  
standing it the Arab world , said 
William Quandt, a Middle East 
specialist at the Brookings Institution 
who served - in the Carter ad­
ministration. 
" Khadafy thrives in a confrontation 
atmosphere, and doesn't have to pay 
much of a price for it,".Quandt said in 
an interview Wednesday. 
" He loves the publicity, and that 
kind of thing in the end. probably helps 
him .  Most people in the Arab world 
think he is a jerk,  crazy-they say all 
sorts of rude things about him behind· 
his back . But when confrontation gets 
going, they have to take his side." 
The chief reason Washington has 
not peen able to contain Khadafy, 
experts both in and out of government 
agree, is a lack of support for 
American policies by other countries , 
espec_ially among the allies in Wes tern 
Europe but also including moderate 
Arab nations . 
West Germany said Wednesday it 
won't go along with the latest 
American sanctions . That was no 
surprise, and · most other European 
allies also are expected to refuse to go · 
along, despite Reagan's appeal for 
international cooperation . 
The allies similarly declined to act 
when the United States twice before 
imposed sanctions, in 1980 and 1981. 
Publicly, the Germans, British and 
others say sanctions don't work . But 
analysts say there are other reasons. 
Some say Europe does not view 
Khadafy as the threat Washington 
does . Others say it is fear of more 
terrorism, and others that it is 
greed-that the Europeans put profits 
from their Libyan trade as above 
· curbing terrorism. 
Helmut Sonnenf eldt, a specialist on 
Europe, said some · of· the allies ' 
reluctance "goes back to a feeling that 
the United States has not been han­
dling the problem of the Palestinians 
correctly over the years . ' '  
Reagan suspended diplomatic 
relations with Soviet-backed Libya in 
1 98 1. The- same year, the ad­
ministration accused Khadafy · of ' 
sending assassination :Squads to the 
United States, an allegation that senior 
officials later acknowledged was based 
on faulty information. 
Secretary of State George P. Shultz 
claimed at least temporary success for · 
American policies in February 1 983 
after the United States had sent four 
U . S .  radar plans to Egypt that suc­
ceeded in discouraging a buildup of 
Libyan forces along the border with 
Sudan. 
Schulfz crowed that "at least for the 
moment Khadafy is back in his box 
where he belongs . "  
But in a turn-about that has proved 
tyupical of Khadafy's fortunes, the' 
government of the Sudan was over­
thrown from within in 1985 virtually as 
its pro-Western president was• retur­
ning from a meeting with Reagan. The 
new government established good 
relations with Libya while cooling ties 
to Washington.  
undation creates anger with decision not to divest , 
and disappciintment are the end results of 
Foundation's  decision to continue its policy 
· g in companies with branches in South 
Foundation decision follows a recom­
·on from the Foundation's five-member 
eboard. 
its Dec. 14 meeting, the executive board heard 
tatives from both the Faculty and Student 
urging divestment. 
members who attended the meeting said they 
disappointed with the board's decision and 
the issue could have been researched further. 
t Senator Darin Buczkowski said, "This is 
end but only the beginning. 
really disappointed. They could have studied 
blem more in depth," he said. "I'm mad as 
ugh Buczkowski did not give any specifics of 
action, he said, "I plan to confer with other 
members and de"ide from there. "  
Student Body President Floyd Akins agreed with 
Buczkowski and said, '4l'm also as angry as he is." 
Akins said he believes something drastic will 
happen in South Africa and the univers.ity will regret 
it. 
"Something will happen and they will lose all of 
their money," he said. "Money is the root of all 
evil." 
He said he will help Buczkowski in taking some 
sort of action. 
"We are considering sending letters to each in­
structor asking them to take their money out ·of the 
foundation," Akins said. 
In addition, Akins said he plans to contact other 
banks to see if Eastern has funds there. "Some banks 
offer 7 percent in government security.'' 
English instructor Michael Loudon said he believes 
that either the Faculty or Student Senates will take 
some further action. 
"I am disappointed with their (the Foundation's) 
decision. They don't understand the failure of the 
Sullivan's Principle," Loudon said . 
"The Faculy and Student Senates may take further 
action, but I'm not sure_ that they will want to." 
Although most members who attended the meeting 
were disappointed with the board's outcoi;ne, Kim 
Swanson, student government executive vice 
president, said she has faith in the board's decision. 
"I'm not saying that I'm for divestment or against, 
but they seemed sincere and serious in making their 
decision," Swanson said. 
- "And because these people are well informed, I 
think we shoul� follow them." 
The Student Senate first brought a resolution to 
the Foundation at their Oct. 31 meeting requesting 
the Foundation divest its $229,013 holdings in 
companies with branches in South Africa. 
The Faculty Senate followed with by approving a 
motion asking the Foundation to divest. 
A Faculty Senate survey of instructors last 
semester showed that 59.5 percent were in favor of 
divestment, with 41.5 against. The senate received 
· 297 responses to their questionnaire. 
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Editorials represent 
·the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
The Dally Eastern News 
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Life·Skills seminars 
offer opportunity 
for improvement: 
College is full of lifestyle changes that are 
often difficult· for students to learn to cope 
with. The one.s who don't cope with the 
changes will sometimes suffer. 
Eastern's Couseling Center presents a 
. series of educational and personal growth 
Life Skills seminars every semester. Those 
Editorial who attend probably would attest to the 
b e n efit s of t h e  
seminars. 
The seminars were created in an attem pt 
to alleviate problems students may en­
counter. They also provide a Valuable 
opportunity that all students should con­
sider taking advantage of because of the 
potential the program has for improving their 
existence on campus. . 
Genie Lenihan, who created the seminar 
program in 1981 , should be commended 
for her work in developing a program that 
could create a more emotionally stable 
generation of college students. 
The seminars are planned to cover a wide · 
range of topics relative to college life 
ranging from "Study Skills" to "How to 
Overcome Shyness," "Test Taking" to 
"Unplanned Pregnancy" and "Hypnosis" to 
"Anxious Eating: What To Do." 
The seminars offer students tips on how 
to handle their problems and maybe prevent 
them from reoccuring in the future-a 
potentially valuable asset to any student. 
Last year, a total of 900 students at­
tended the year's seminars, about 1 O 
percent of Eastern' s total student 
population.-
A goal for 1 986 should be to increase 
attendance beyond the current 1 o percent 
of Eastern's student population who went to 
this semester's seminars. 
Increased attendance could produce a 
group of college student better able to cope 
with -life's problems and pressures. At­
tendance could also make students better 
prepared to enter the "real world" after 
graduation. 
Learning to understand and cope with 
problems encountered by 'a · majority of 
students can only improve the quality of 
college life as we know it today. 
·vacation provides time for reflection· 
Having two weeks vacation and nothing to do gives 
one a lot of time to think. Here are some of the things 
I thought about: 
•It seems that Jan. 16, one week from today, is the 
65th anniversary of the ill-fated 18th Amendment. 
That's right. Sixty-six years ago, the government 
banned all alcoholic beverages from our fair land. A 
sobering thought, isn't it? 
And it was during this time that Joe Ken­
nedy-father of an assassinated president, an 
assassinated presidential candidate and a certain 
senator who has made a career out of not running for 
president-built his fortune by stockpiling alcohol in 
Canada. 
In other words, had it not been for Prohibition, the 
Bay of Pigs would never have happened. In any 
case, I'm going out to the bars to celebrate this 
noteworthy anniversary. 
•With all this talk about Libya lately, it has been 
brought to my attention (by a S$intly editor who 
knows how hard I'm groping for a column this week) 
that there is yet another suspicious side to that 
nation's terrorist leader-no one knows how to spell 
his name. 
According to The Associated Press, United Press 
International and The Chicago Tribune, he is 
Moammar Khadafy. Yet USA Today, famous for 
beautiful color graphics which bear no relevance to 
anything, calls him Muammar Khadafi. 
The Christian Science Monitor calls him Col. 
Muammar Qaddafi, as does The Washington Post, 
which was probably told to spell it that way by an 
annonymous source. The New York Times, off in its 
9wn little world as usual, calls him Col. Muammar el­
Qaddafi, which is suspiciously similar to En­
cyclopaedia Brittanica's Col. Muammer al-Khadafi. 
Maybe we should just level Libya and start all over 
again in about 200 years. Then we wouldn't have to 
worry about how to refer to Col. whats-his-name. 
•I didn't fasten my seat belt on the way to the 
grocery store yesterday. Come and get me . 
•After living in a blur for the past year, I finally got 
glasses over Christmas break. I have had to explain 
to everyone that the yellowish tint is from a special 
coating-$1 5 extra-which, the eye-doctor said, will 
block out harmful rays from the video display ter­
minals we use in the newsroom. 
Now everyone is laughing and saying, "Well, why 
didn't you just pay another $30 and get the special 
coating that keeps you from misspelling words?" 
Off the record: 
Kevin McDermot 
Why do I suddenly feel a little foolish? 
•Over Christmas break, a lot of my relatives were 
asking my opinion of the libel suit against Walter 
Jacobson, and they all seemed shocked at 
answer. 
Why is it so surprising that a smoker who has a 
great deal of respect for journalism should be elated 
when a tobacco company sues the pants off Ill 
irresponsible, sniveling little TV anchorman? 
•I have asked every Republican I know to explain to , me the baffling popularity to Ronald Reagan. · 
They always start by talking about the econo11 .. , 
upswing, the nailing of PLO terrorists in Egypt and 
host of other things that Reagan had virtually nothi 
to do with. And, after I've shot down all of their oth 
arguments (no big .feat, I grant you), they always f 
back on the same thing: Image. 
I can't wait until history has had a shot at Reagan. 
Just as the once-unpopular Harry Truman is now 
ranked among our greatest presidents, people wl 
someday look at the Reagan Administration with a 
vision unclouded by today's Rambo mentality. And 
they won't like what they see. 
Consider this an open challange to all of you little 
Reagan Youths out there: Give me one solid example 
'Of a positive Reagan accomplishment-and I mean 
Reagan, not Paul Volcker-and I guarantee it will be 
printed. 
•I had something really funny to write about Jerry 
Falwell, but I forgot what it was. 
•Have you ever come back to school to find $30 
worth of overdue bills, a $60 deficit in yo 
checkbook and a _friend who is not speaking to y 
because of something you don't remember saying t 
her during a drunken binge? Me neither. 
•Oh, yea! What do you get when you cross Je 
Falwell with whats-his-name of Libya? A slimy, u 
demanded terrorist who never gets his name spell 
right and says . prayers for the Pentagon 
nationwide television. Get it? 
-Kevin McDermott is managing editor and a regu 
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
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Letter author wasn't acting 
as other groups' spokesman 
Editor: · 
On January 6, 1 986 a letter of mine appeared in 
The Dally Eastern News with my signature. To my 
signature the News ·added "Civil Service, Booth 
Library." 
The reader should not infer from this that I 
presume to speak for the Civil Service or for Booth 
Library, as I did not include· that in my manuscript. 
Leonidas H. Miiier 
Letter pollcy 
The Dally Eastern News welcomes letters to 
editor from any reader addressing issues relating 
the campus community. 
The name and telephone number of at least 
author must be submitted with each letter to 
editor. 
Only the- first three names from letters contan 
more than three authors will be published un 
further specified. 
Letters submitted without a name (or 
pseudonym) or without a telephone number or o 
means of verifying authorships will not be publi 
Authorship of letters will be verified by tele 
or by means otherwise specified by the author. 
Thursday; January 9, 1 986 
ws shows planned 
Student newscasts start Jan . 20 
Radio-TV Center is gearing up 
evening newscast and WEIU­
planning to expand its news 
'o-TV Center director John 
t said, "This is something 
been moving toward for · five 
news program, which will be 
News Scan 5 1 ,  is scheduled to 
airing on Liberty TCI cable 
12 at 6 p.m.  Jan. 20. 
ut said the News Scan 5 1  name 
be used when channel 5 1  
airing independently of the 
�mpany on July 1 .  
ut, who is also general 
er of WEIU FM , said the 
will "be the electronic 
art to The Daily Eastern 
lications for a news staff for the 
were taken in October. "We 
none to begin with , "  Beabout, 
' '  
Charleston had been 
missing a good, local news 
program. 
-Jo_hn Beabout 
Radio-TV Center director 
------' '  
reporting, production, and on-the-air 
work , will work with the program on a 
rotating basis . There are 1 5  crew 
positions and a director,  Beabout said . 
News Scan 5 1  will be a 30-minute 
program covering Coles County news 
and emphasizing Charleston news. 
There will also be a segment of news 
focusing on Eastern . . 
" People want to know what's  going 
on in their community, and that 's  why 
local news is so popular, "  he said : 
" Charleston had been missing a 
good, local news program . "  
WEIU FM will debut its expanded 
news program at 4 p . m .  Jan . 1 3 .  
5 
j 
LARRY PETERSON I Staff Photographer people applied , 
er there were about 70 who 
ted the training, Beabout said. 
students ,  who were trained in 
Previously, Beabout said, the 
newcasts weren't  satisfactory because 
much of the material was old . 
Construction worker Darrrel Schmitt works on . the re-modeling of the radio 
transmitter room in the Buzzard Building Wednesday afternoon. 
Month 
Janu.-y as. an effort to 
right$ of the campus.press. 
an educational campaign aimed at 
an understanding ef what Eastern's 
is all about/' said Editor in Chief 
ey. 
t publications are afforded the same 
nal rights through the First Amend-
commercial media are," McKinney 
liege press is the press, " said David 
tdinator of Student Publications. 
the observance originated in 1982 as 
y celebration on Jan. 19. That day, 
E. Lee's birthday, was chosen because 
the first university president in the 
States to urge that journalism be taught 
ersity . 
/er Editor Nancy Yamin said a wide 
of activities are being planned to observe 
of the Campus Student Press Month. 
t Publications is hosting an Open 
from 2 to 5 p.m. on Jan. 24. Both the 
tern News and the Warbler offices will 
to the public. Staff editors will be on 
�swer questions, Yamin said . 
ition, speakers will be available all 
to speak to organizations about the 
'Of the paper . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... 
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restored ties to Egypt and is pursuing Mideast peace 
talks ,  and President Saddam Hussein of Iraq, who 
has re-established relations with the United States , - "are almost certainly on Khadafy's  list . "  
In Africa, the 1 2-page document said , the 
government of Chad uncovered a Libyan-sponsored 
plot against President Hussein Habre in 1 984 and 
Zaire thwarted one against president Sese Seko 
Mo bu to last September. 
A separate section of the report said a group 
headed by the shadowy Palestinian known as Abu 
Nidal had conducted more than 60 terrorist attacks 
over the last eight years , at least 30 since 1 984, in­
cluding the attacks on offices of El Al, the Israeli 
airline, at the Rome and Vienna airports last month . 
Asked for evidence linking Libya to Abu Nidal , a 
State Department official said it was circumstantial 
and convincing. But he told reporters at a briefing 
which barred identifying him by name : "We have no 
smoking gun . "  
O n  Capitol Hill, Rep . George Brown , D-Calif. , a 
member of the House intelligence committee, told 
reporters that U . S .  intelligence capabilities about 
terrorists are particularly good in relation to Libya. 
" We have got Libya covered like no other area in 
the world , including the Soviet Union, "  with 
technical methods such as photo reconaissance, 
B�own said . 
At his news conference Tuesday night, Reagan said 
the United States had " aborted 1 26 terrorist 
missions" in the past year. 
Brown said the total came from CIA reports in­
volving " credible" terrorist threats and he said the 
figure of 1 26 did not include 23 incidents reported 
late last year by the FBI . White House spokesman 
Edward Djerejian said, however, that the 23 in-
cidents were part of the 1 26 total . 
Reagan, in an interview Wednesday with 
Washington-based independent network bureau 
chiefs ,  said " some of them, probably a couple of 
dozen, applied to the United States . But that could 
have been also United States installations overseas:� ·� 
Told that Libya had denounced his news con­
ference statements as "tantamount to a declaTatioi 
of war, "  the president replied: " I  think if it ever 
came to a declaration of war, they'd be aware of the 
difference between what I said last night . "  
Among planned terrorist incidents that were 
foiled, the State Department said , were hijacking 
plots against American and other airplanes. 
Meanwhile, a House official said Wednesday that 
a man carrying a homemade bomb who was arrested 
in the House gallery after threatening to blow up the 
Capitol more than two years ago was deported to 
Israel , where he is apparently in j ail . 
Jack Russ, the House sergeant at arms, said Israel 
Rubinowits was ordered never to return to the United 
States after the Oct . 1 8 ,  1 983 , episode . If he does, he 
faces felony charges , Russ said . 
• 
The incident surfaced again today when House 
Majority Leader Jim Wright, D-Texas, discussed it in 
the context of fighting terrorism. Wright, who is in 
Fort Worth , Texas, made his comments on the CBS 
" Moro.ing News" show. 
Wright said : "About a year-and-a-half ago , 
unbeknownst to the public, a man entered the United 
Stat.es House of Representatives gallery and was 
prepared to explode himself and send shards of glass 
that would have been very destructive, killing a lot of 
people. "  The man was discovered and arrested "in 
the nick of time, "  he said . 
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· C ng a cflSfance 
company is a lot like choosing 
· a roommate. . 
It's better to know what they're 
like before you move ·in. 
Living together with some9ne for the first 
time can be an "educational" experience. 
. · And living with a long distance company . 
isn't any different. Because some companies 
may not give you all the services you're used to 
getting from AT&T. 
For instance, with sonie companies you have 
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for 
their special volume discounts. With some 
others, voice quality may vary. 
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be 
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the 
same high-quality, trouble-free service you're 
-used to. 
· 
With calls that sound as close as next door. 
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day 
Rate-so you can talk during the times you can 
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers. 
Operator assistance and collect calling. 
So when you're asked to choose a long dis­
tance company, choose AT&T. Because whether 
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one 
thing everyone can agree on. 
Reach out and touch someone� 
ATs.T 
The right choice. 
©1985 AT&T Communications 
' ,.. 
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dela chal lenges orders ; 
k schoolch i ldren boycott 
SBURG, South Africa . (AP)-Black 
·e Mandela appeared in Supreme Court 
to challenge a government order banning 
Soweto home. 
developments, thousands of black 
cotted schools across the country on the 
f the new school year, and police said they 
th a guerrilla of the outlawed African 
Congress in Soweto and arrested "a 
of other guerrillas and seized a cache of 
e weapons . 
ber U.S.  congressional delegation met 
P.W. Botha, and afterward one member 
"not encouraged at all" that the white 
t would move toward abolishing apar-
s)'stem of racial segregation that reserves 
for the nation's 5 million whites while 
ts to the 24 million blacks. 
giving black-power salutes and smiling, 
by about 250 ch�ring blacks as she left 
Court at the end of the first day of the 
here she is challenging the expulsion order. 
· g on her suit, the first time she has 
the government in court through 
dating back 23 years, was to resume 
's lawyer, Sidney K�ntridge, argued that 
21 order banning her from Johannesburg, 
township of Soweto and adjoining 
was invalid both because the Law and 
"ster Louis Le Grange gave no reasons and 
execution was. "inhuman. "  
police dragged Mandela from her Soweto 
Dec. 21, she has twice been arrested for 
attempting ·io return. 
The American congressional delegation,  which 
includes four blacks, said they got nowhere in their 
meeting with Botha, on the second day of a four-day 
visit . 
" I  am not encouraged at all ,"  Rep. William Gray, 
a black Democrat from Philadelphia, told The 
Associated Press in a telephone interview from Cape 
Town. 
" I  told him that if you don't want to get rid of 
apartheid then you don't want a strong relationship 
with the United States . He said sanctions were 
punitive and that the Americans were interfering in 
South African affairs . "  
The United States imposed limited economic 
sanctions on South Africa last month because of the 
government's apartheid policies . In the · past 1 6  
months, anti-apartheid. violence has resulted in the 
deaths of about 1 ,000 people, most of them black. 
About three-fourths were killed by government 
forces, while most of the others were blacks killed by 
fellow blacks who suspected them of collaborating 
with the white government. 
" I  feel bitterly disappointed, "  Rep. Peter Kost­
mayer, a Pennsylvania Democrat, told reporters 
after the 90-minute meeting with Botha at the 
president's home near George on the Cape coast . 
"There was no agreement on anything except that 
we should keep talking, ' '  said Gray. 
Gray said Botha turned down a final plea by the 
Americans to be allowed to visit Mandela' s  husband, 
jailed African National Congress leader Nelson 
Mandela. 
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CAA to reconsider 
-
Holocaust course 
The Council on Academic Affairs will 
reconsider and vote again Thursday on a course 
entitled "The Holocaust, "  a senior seminar 
course the council had previously voted down. 
The council will meet at 2 p.m. in the Union 
addition Arcola-Tuscola room. 
"The Holocaust" is a proposed senior 
seminar for· honors students which would 
examine the effect on individuals and nat�ons 
because of the destruction of European Jews by 
the Nazis from 1 933 to 1 945 ; 
The senior seminar originally came before 
the CAA on December 5 ,  but failed to get 
· approval after a 6-6 tie vote .. At that time , 
several council members expressed concern 
over the original proposal to divide the course 
and its credit hours between two of the three 
summer school sessions. 
In the original proposal, the course's four 
credit hours were divided equally between two 
of the shorter summer sessions, possibly 
enabling a student to receive two credit hours 
without completing the course. 
However, Herb Lasky, director of the honors 
program, indicated to council members that the 
· course has since been reorganized and can be 
offered during the eight-week session of 
summer school , the longest of the three Eastern 
offers . 
Apparently, that reorganization prompted 
the council to rescind the tie vote at a later 
meeting . On Dec. 1 2  the council voted 8-3 to 
rescind their previous decision, making way for 
the senior seminar to be reconsidered . 
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December u nem ployment h its six-year low 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Unem­
ployment last month dipped below 7 
percent for the first time in nearly six 
years, with a rebound in manufac­
turing helping create 237 ,000 new jobs 
in December, the government reported 
Wednesday. 
The number of people officially 
listed as unemployed fell by 1 38 ,000 in 
December; dropping the civilian 
jobless rate to 6.9 percent, down 0. 1 
percent from November and 0.2 
percent from September and October, 
the Labor Department said . 
Meanwhile , unemployment in 
Illinois fell dramatically from 
November to December and finished 
slightly lower in 1 9�5 than in 1 984, a 
state official said. 
The December unemployment rate 
fell to 8.6  percent from 9.7 percent in 
November, primarily because of retail 
hiring for the holidays, said Sally 
Ward, director of . the Illinois 
Department of Employment Security. 
-.:P.:ie. state's unemployment average 
for the 1 2  months of 1 985 was 9 
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percent, a tenth of a percentage point 
below the 1 984 figure, Ward said. 
"If it decreases, it's  important, "  she 
said. · 
Illinois' jobless rate was highest 
among the 1 l largest industrialized 
states in December . Ohio was second at 
8 . 3  percent. .  
Nationwide last month, total em­
ployment was aided by strong growth 
in both service-related and 
manufacturing jobs and reached an all­
time high of 108.2 million, the U.S .  
Labor Department's  Bureau of Labor 
Statistics said . 
At the same time, the ranks of the 
unemployed shrank from 8 , 1 6 1 ,000 in 
November to 8 ,023 ,000. 
December's  national unemployment 
rate was the lowest since April 1 980, 
when it also was 6.9 percent and was 
on the rise due to a recesson. 
With the figures showing the lowest 
monthly unemployment rate yet during 
Ronald Reagan's presidency, 1the 
administration predicted the jobs 
picture will continue to improve. 
· , ·· - , Bartles 
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Aristocrat 
"With this strong year-end finish, 
we can reasonably expect to exceed the 
· administration's  forecast of a 6.7 
percent average unemployment rate for 
1 986 , "  said White House spokesman 
.Larry Speakes . 
· Because the administration includes 
the nearly 1 .  7 million members of the 
armed forces stationed in the United 
States in its employment calculations, 
getting down to 6. 7 percent would 
require only another 0. 1 percent drop 
from the December level . 
Including the military as part of the 
work force, the seasonally adjusted 
figures released Wednesday showed 
unemployment in December at 6 . 8  
percent and _for 1 985 as  a whole at  7 .2 
percent. 
Much of Illinois' strong per­
formance can be credited to the 
availability of more jobs created by 
- high seasonal retail sales. 
"All sections of the state reflected 
strong retail hiring, so unemployment 
decreased, "  Ward said in a news 
releas e .  " Fewer. workers were 
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furloughed, and the labor force 
as more people were encouraged 
seek work ·at the end of the year 
greater availability of seasonal jobs. " 
In December 1 984, the s 
unemployment rate was 8 . 8  percent. 
was 9.7 percent in December 1983 . 
"Employment this December was 
28,000 from a year ago and an 
preciable 1 87 ,000 over. Decem 
1 983 , "  Ms. Ward said . 
The state's non-farm employm 
stood at 4,720,000 in December, 
highest since 1 98 1 ,  she said. 
Employment in December increa 
for people in retail trade, finan 
government and business servi 
while decreases were in constructi 
road and highway repairs, tr 
sportation and mining. ' 
Increases were noted in gen 
merchandise and clothing sto 
s a v i n g s - a n d - l o a n . i n s t i t u t i o  
government jobs-notably the U. 
Postal Service-and business servi 
she said . , 
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lett quits bid 
Edgar's post 
ELD (AP)-Edward G. Howlett is 
t of the Democratic race for the secretary 
post once held by his father, his campaign 
·d Wednesday. 
was to make a formal announcement at a 
ference late Wednesday, said campaign 
John Gianulis , the Rock Island County 
tic chairman. 
said Howlett reached his decision late 
after conferring· with party leaders in 
agreed to withdraw, "  Gianulis said. " He 
e is withdrawing in the iriterest of party 
and to avoid a very divisive primary. ' '  
' opponent i n  the March 1 8  primary was 
Pucinski ,  a commissioner of the 
•tan Sanitary District in ·cook County and 
of Chicago Alderman Roman Pucinski. She 
ed the party's endorsement for the primary 
h by Democratic women to slate a female 
's name will be removed from the primary . 
Ile notifies the state Board of Elections of his 
� by Jan. 16, election officials say. 
ure from the race makes Mrs . Pucinski 
Democratic running against Republican 
of State Jim Edgar. 
· 
Alderman -Joe Kot?.-.rz quit the campaign 
* fight over the Democratic primary en­
t in December. 
t,3 1 ,  is the son of Michael Howlett, who 
secretary of state from 1973 to 1977 and ran · 
ccessful gubernatorial campaign in 1976 
v .  James A. Thompson. 
t is a vice president of Howlett Perkins 
, a Chicago communications and con-
1rm of which his father is a senior vice 
t. 
' 
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STEVE PEKALA I Staff Photographer . . . 
A university policeman gives - a ticket to · an 
unlucky van parked across from the Union on 
Seventh Street Wednesday morning. ; .• 
Textbook l ibrary 's hours extended 
Textbook Library, located in 
the south end of Pemberton Hall, 
will be open from 8 a.m.  to 6 p . m .  
Thursday for spring semester 
book pickup . 
The library will resume its 
regular hours and close at 4 :30 
p . m .  Friday. 
Textbook Library Director during the semester with the. 
Richard Sandefer said students proper identification. 
must present their ID or paid fee In attempt to alleviate waiting 
card to receive their books. in long lines, Sandefer said past 
Students are not required to years have shown the times with 
pick up their books during the the least amount of traffic to be 
first week of classes, he added . from 8 to 9:30 a .m.  and after 4 
They can be obtained anytime p . m .  
•
A NEW PLACE 
TO PAY YOUR PHONE BILL 
The Illinois Consolidated . 
Telephone Company Office 
in Thomas Hall has moved to the 
Consolidated Communication Center 
_The last day of business at Thomas Hall was Dec . 20 
There will still be a drop off box at the · 
Cashier'-S Stand - Student Union 
and 
805 7th Street 
The most exciting 
· fewhours . 
u'll spend all we k. 
This move has been made as the first step in updating 
the billing procedure for student accounts . New bills 
will include a computer payment card and it will be 
important the entire bill be paid at the same time to 
avoid confusion. 
Run. Climb. Rappel . Navigate.  Lead . 
And develop the confidence and 
skills you won't get from a textbook. 
Enroll in Army ROTC 
as one of your electives. Get the facts 
today. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Add ROTC to your schedule 
Any questions contact 
Captain Miller at 58 1 -5944 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN INC CORPS 
The Consolidated Communication Center 
is located at 638 W. Lincoln· (n�xt to 
Baskin Robbins in tlie West Park Plaza) . 
Store hours : 8 \ a .m. - 6 p.m.  Mon. - Fri . 
9 a.m. - 5 p .m. SaL 
Telephone number for questions 
regarding EIU student billing 
345-9971 
llinois Consolidated Telep� Company 
Stretch your d9llar in The Daily Eastern Ne ws _  
' 
Thursday's  
January 9, 1 986 Classified ads Report errors lmmedletely e t  581 ·281 2. A c  will •PPM' In the next edition. Uni"• notlf cennot be reaponalbl• for an Incorrect ad after Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous dey. 1 0 · 
- rhursd�y's . 
Digest 
Crossword TV 
5:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 o-News 
3-Newscope 
9-Good Times 
1 5-Jeopardy! 
1 7-People's Court 
38-Let's Make a Deal 
5:05 p.m. 
5-Andy Griffith 
5:30 p.m. 
2,3,  1 O, 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Jeffersons 
with a murderous preacher 
and a lonely woman during a 
harsh Montana winter. 
Catherine: Joan Hackett. 
Quint: Donald Pleasence. 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Family Ties 
1 2-lnnovation 
8:00 p.m. 
2. 1 5-Cheers 
3, 1 o-Simon & Simon 
9-College Basketball :  
crooked dealings o n  a ranch. 
Ella Raines, George "Gabby" 
Hayes, Ward Bond. Clara: 
Audrey Long. Miss Martin: 
Elisabeth Risdon. 
. 1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati 
38-Sanford and Son 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hart to Hart 
9-0dd Couple 
1 7-Nightline 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 2-Nightly Business Report 
38-Honeymooners 
Pepperdine at DePaul 
1 2-Jacques Cousteau 
1 7  ,38-Colbys 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Late Night With David 
Letterman 5:35 p.m. 
5-Carol Burnett and Friends 8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Night Court 
8:50 p.m. 
1 2-Prairie Pathways 
9-Movie: "They Shoot 
Horses, Don't They?" ( 1 969) 
Sydney Pollack directed this 
downbeat drama centering on 
a 1 932 dance marathon at a 
seedy.Los Angeles ballroom. 
Jane Fonda heads a strong 
cast. Robert: Michael 
Sarrazin. Rocky: Gig Young 
(his Oscar performance) . 
1 7-Qne Day At A Time 
38-Nightline 
6:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3, 1 5, 1 7-News 
9-Barney Miller 
1 0-Newlywed Game 
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer 
Newshour 
38-Entertainment Tonight 
8:05 p.m. 
5-Mary Tyler Moore 
8:30 p.m. 
2-Happy Days 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Bob Newhart 
1 0-Price is Right 
1 5-Wheel of Fortune 
1 7-Newlywed Game 
38-Three's Company 
6:35 p.m. 
5-Sanford and Son 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Cosby Show 
3 , 1 0-Magnum P . I .  
9-Police Story 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 7, 38-Shadow Chasers 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Will Penny . "  
( 1 968) Charlton Heston has 
one of his best roles as an 
aging saddle tramp coping 
9:00 p.m. 
2. 1 5-Hill Street Blues 
3,  1 C>-'-Knots Landing 
1 2-Mystery! 
1 7  ,38-20/20 
9:20 p.m. 
5-Movie: "The Big Mouth ." 
( 1 967) Mistaken identity, a 
villain named Fong, stolen 
diamonds and a slapstick 
chase add up to another zany 
vehicle for director-star Jerry 
Lewis (playing Clamson) .  
Thor: Harold J .  Stone. 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 ,3, 9 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Twilight Zone 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-INN News 
1 0-Night Heat 
1 2-Movie: "Tall in the 
Saddle . "  ( 1 944) One of big 
John Wayne's most popular 
outdoor sagas. He plays a 
cowpoke mixed up in some 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-Movie: "Fingers" ( 1 978) 
centers on a sensitive pianist 
( Harvey Keitel) lost in a 
psychosexual wilderness. 
Carol: Tisa Farrow . Dreems : 
Jim Brown . 
Midnight 
3-More Real People 
1 7-News 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
• 1 2:30 a.m. 
2 , 3-News 
1 :35 a.m. 
5-Movie: "The Hoodlum 
Priest . "  ( 1 961 ) Tough story 
based on the work of Father 
Charles Dismas Clark, who 
helped rehabil itate ex­
convicts . Don Murray. 
ACROSS 
1 - de 
Boulogne, 
Parisiani:;' 
park 
60 Old kingdom 
near Media 
61 Breakfast 
treat 
9 Rapid, gliding 
dance 
10 Kind of 
pudding 
32 He wrote "The 
Winepress" 
34 Disparages 
35 Developer's 
interest 
5 Dinner 
preparer, 
usually 
9 0dd job 
14 Mystical mark 
15 Author Paton 
16 Lagomorphs 
17 Rod multiple 
18 Equip 
19 Tet celebrator 
20 Story wrongly 
attributed to 
Chaucer 
23 Kipling's 
Gunga 
24 Nosegay 
25 Music-hall star 
O'Shea 
29 Garden access 
30 What Mondale 
did in 1984 
33 A sister of Clio 
34 Bollard 
35 Part of N . Y . C .  
. or London 
36 Thanksgiving, 
e.g. . 
39 Famed round­
the-world solo 
flier 
40 France, to U . S .  
i n  W.W.  II  
41 O f  some 
purpose 
42 Saul's uncle 
43 "- way out" 
44 Means 
45 - accompli 
4' 0ne - time 
47 Bird sent from 
Central 
America 
55 Formal mall 
56 Carry into a 
carrier 
57 "I could ­
horse ! "  
58 Family car 
51 Dec. 24 and 31 
• 62 Muralist or 
Turkish town 
63 Actor Parker 
DOWN 
1 O 'Henry's Red 
Chief, e.g. 
2 Toe-stubber's 
cry 
3 Business-letter 
phrase 
4 Amphibious 
jeep 
5 Famed Polo 
Grounds 
pitcher 
6 Balance the 
brakes 
7 "Chloe -," 
Milne work 
8 Strong dislike 
1 4  
1 7  
20 
33 
36 
39 
42 
55 
58 
6 1  
2 3 4 
1 1  "Un bel di" is 
one 
12 McCoy 
adjective 
13 Homager's 
cousin 
21 Philologist's 
interest · 
22 Seabees' " Can 
Do" is one 
25 Dovetail 
wedge 
26 Subject to 
detrition 
27 Relish 
28 Retard 
29 Frat topic 
·30 "The Kiss" 
sculptor 
31 Call - (stop 
everything) 
37 State in Brazil 
38 E . German 
industrial city 
43 What some 
scouts seek 
44 Depose 
45 Dog's bane 
46 Crawler or 
summer 
47 B rewer's kiln 
48 Singer Laine 
49 Commune in 
SE Spain 
50 Chalet feature · 
51 Marine hazard 
52 Colewort or 
borecole 
53 Letters from 
Piraeus 
54 Sweet potatoes 
10 1 1  12 1 3  
See page 1 1  for answers 
tt Help Wanted n ____ R_oo_mrna __ tes_ 
Think Summer Now! Summer 
Jobs are getting more and more 
difficult to find. However, if you 
join the IUinois National Guard 
before Apr 1 , we'll guarantee 
you a sooimer Job for the next 
two summers payihg you at 
least $ 1 1 00 per summer! Plus 
you'll receive free college 
tuition $5000 for educational 
expenses, and other great 
benefits. If you are 1 7 yeers 
old or older call us now at 258· 
638 1 or toll free 1 ·800-252-
2972. Shake off those winter 
blahs! Think summer! 
________ 1 /1 7  
Female roommate needed 
for spring semester. New 2 
bedroom apartment. OWN 
ROOM! Y1 block from buzzard. 
581 -5505, 6 1 8-594-2585. 
2 Bedroom Apartment. 
rooms for men. Close 
Campus. R ENTAL 
VICEs--345-3 1 00. 
�-�-----1 /1 0 
NEEDED: ONE ROOMMATE 
TO SHARE A HOUSE. OWN 
BEOROO M ,  CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS, $ 1 40.00/MONTH, 
UTILITIES INCLUDED. CALL 
JOHN 348-8990. 
-=-------1 /1 3 
Summer and fall, 2 
furnished. Heritage 
location . Wil l  be n 
redecorated; 4 people. 
lease. 348-7746. 
Roomate needed for Spring 
Semester. Big spacious 
house- close to campus. First · 
mo. payed for-rent $ 1 55.00 
included all utilities. Call 345· 
1 378. 
"":-'.:-'.""" ___ ____ 1 /1 3 M A L E  S U B  L E A S E R  
Apartment for two. 
furnished, females pr 
Close to campus. 1 542 4 
345- 1 685. 
Drivers for Domino's Pizza, 
must have valid drivers license, 
car insurance, own car . Must 
be willing to work nights. Start 
at minimum 'wage plus com­
mission. 6 1 1 Seventh St. 
________1 /1 4  
NEEDED. Youngstown Apt. 
$ 1 35/month 1 Rommate 
needed to live with 3 others. _ 
345· 7805 or 348-5304. 
-..,..-------1 11 4 
-::--------1 
One bedroom trailer 
cable, water, and 
included . $ 1 6 0 .  m 
Contact Mickey Bickers 
345-4508 .  
Student seeking male I 
MODELS NEEDED: MALE 
OR FEMALE MODELS FOR 
LIFE DRAWING CLASS 2 : 00-
4 :00 MWF. IF INTERESTED, 
C A L L  5 8 1 - 3 4 1 0 T O  
ARRANGE INTERVIEW. 
-..,..---- ----1 /1 3  
Roommate. Beautiful Apart­
ment at 1 542 4th St. no. 5. I 1 50/mo. rent. No utilities 
included. Across from Pem- 1 
berton Hall .  Must see to , 
believe. Call 348-2320 day or ' 
-=-------' 
Two bearoom furn 
Sitter needed for 2 children 
on Wednesday from 1 2: 1 5  to 
2 : 45p.m.  Own transportation 
preferred. Please call 345-
7 1 75 or 345-5648. 
night. 
· 
__
______ 
1 / 1 3  
house, $200. month 
utilities. No pets .. First and 
month 's rent plus $1 
security deposit. 345· 7 4 7 
__
______ 1 /9 
Rides/Riders 
To Belleville Area Fri 1 0th 
and Back Sun 1 2th. , Gas $ .  
31 63. . 
________ 1 /1 0 Q Roommates 
Female subleaser - wanted 
immediately. Reduced rent. 
Call 345-2849 or 348-0973. 
Ask for Sherr Morris. 
1 / 1 0  
CRegency 
Phone 345-9 1 0  
Office hrs . M-F 9-5 Sat . 1 O· 
" Do-it-you rself " C LASSI FIED AD FORM 
Name 
Phone 
Address 
Ad to read : 
. U nder classification of : 
Dates to run _____ �--� 
Student? O Yes O No ( please check one) 
C LASSI FI ED AD I N FORMATION 
COST : 1 4 cents per word f irst day , 1 0 cents per word each con sec 
day thereafter ( minimum 1 0  words ) .  Student rate is half price and ad MU 
be paid for in  advanc�. 
PLEASE : no checks for amounts less than $ 1  . 00 . 
PLEASE print neatly . Don't  use Greek symbols . 
Fi l l  out this form and cut out from newspaper . Place ad and money 
envelope and deposit in the News drop-box in the Union by 2 p. m. 
business day before it is to run . During the summer semester the News 
be published Tuesdays and Thursdays only . 
Ads may be submitted in person by coming to the News office . located 
the Buzzard Education Buildin g ,  North Gym .  Office hours are 8 : 00 a .m .  
4 : 30 p . m .  Monday through Friday . 
Legitimate Lost & Found ads are run FREE for three days , but dates 
run must be specified . There is a l imit of 1 5  words per ad . 
All polit ical ads MUST contain the words " Paid for by" and the name 
, the person/organization paying for the ad . No political ad can be run wit 
this information . 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered l ibelo 
in bad taste : 
Method of payment : O Cash D C  heck ( please check one) 
1 
<)} Announcements <)'-i Announcements 
EIU KARATE CLUB Now in A D O P T I O N  WANTE D :  
the Union Gallery (under the Loving couple, mid 30's, he, 
Bowling alley). M, W, 3 to 5. MS eng./her full time Mom , 1 
________1 / 1 0  child 4 yrs. , wUI provide love, 
CHICAGO BEARS Black-N- fine education, suburban honie 
Blues Brothers Posters for for white infant, resume 
sale. $2.00 .  Call 579 1 . available, confidential, medical 
------=--::-'."'.�_,.1 / 1 3  & all expenses allowed by law EIU KARATE CLUB-Union pd. , call friend Janis (home) 
Gallery. Mon, Wed, 3 to 5. collect 3 1 2/352·03 1 2, or 
-------:---=�1 / 1  O attorney R. Guzman 3 1 2/762-Welcome Back Balloon 1 300. PLEASE. 
Special! !  Assorted Balloon 
Bouquet only $9 .95.  Noble's 
____
_
__ c/R,5/ 1  
R eport  error• lmmedi.tety a t  511-281 2. A correct ad 
wtll appeer In the next edHlon. Uni ... notHled, we 
cannot be rnponalble for an Incorrect ad after It• first 
lnaer11on. DMdllne 2 p.m. previous day. 
<)'-i Announcements 
WELCOME BACK ALPHA 
PHIS! LETS GET PSYCHED 
FOR AN OUTSTANDING 
SEMESTER. 
__
______ 
1 /9 
Alpha Gams Welcomes 
Everyone back for a Great 
Semester! 
-:-- "".":'""-�-.,--=1 /9 Start off the Semester Right! 
Alpha Sigma Tau Movie Rush. 
J�uary 9, 7 :30p .m .  
__
______ 
1 /9 
<l} AnnouncementS <.)'-� A�nounctmtnt� 
M . U . D .D .sters: Welcome 
back babies! We hope all of 
you hed a great break! Love 
the SIG KAP act_ives. 
__
______ 1 /9 
E V E R Y B O D Y  N E E D S 
O N E ! ! !  A M I L L E R  
WORKSHIRTI -CARLA 348-
047 1 . 
________ 1 /1 7  
Make money through the 
classified ads. 
_______ _. -oo 
S I G M A  K A P P A  
HOUSEGIRLS: Let's get ready 
for a Super .semester! 
__
______ 1 /9 
ALPHA PHI  PLEDGES : 
W E L C O M E  B A C K  
EVERYONE! YOUR SISTER · 
SURE DID MISS YOU ! !  
-
·  - 1 /� 
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL 
AND SAFE. Join NARAL Free 
referal. 345-9285 . 
__
_
_
__ c/M , ROO 
Flower Shop. 503 Jefferson. BLOOM COUNTY by. Berke Breathed Call 345-7007. 
----------. ,. ____ ..._ __ _... .,. -=------..,.--1 / 1 0 To AMA members who 7M'IY, THE 11/f)f((./1'5 flf<5T llKTT- .f'l1 joined in the fall of 84, your '!'f!,,,�Aflff,Cl,,,�J!!!f,, . ��-jffh�,,f CF llS YOI/ CllN 1''1Uld' membership will exspire this n " '"""" fflWVtJv ,,._ , , 5€€. 1Hlff IS w1�111r 
month and we encourage all of 11£ llJ/flT/11. Rl/{l(NfJ tor /111111 Yotli' tire ·7 Gire NO 1Hfft18... /t)ft YA, 
you to rejoin our organization . HIS 675 l'O<IM75 Of €llf/IMNT:.. fl5 II 7M/h1fJ6 (,(7/ f . A'111� ()(.,, . Join in the Union at the tables I W.45 1161£ 10 5HM II C'MON / - vrVJ 
Jan 8· 1 4 , from 9 a.m . ·  3 p.m.  �9"JN... � BVP17Y./.. � Be a part of the largest /I / , "\ organization on campus. An \_ _ ._\ i nvestment in  your prof- ) -
r k: fessional future. fl ------,----,-1 /1 4  Winter coat taken by mistake 
from Mom's Saturday before 
finals. Need desparately. Light 
tan , thigh-length, with beige 
large checks. Beige gloves in 
pockets . Reward for in­
formation .  Please call 345· 
9605. 
_______ 1 /9 
A m e r i c a n  M a r k e t i n g  
Assosciation is holding a 
membership drive from Jan 8-
1 4 , in the Union walkway. 
From 9:00 a .m.  - 3 : 00 p.m. Be 
a part of E IU 's largest · 
organization on campus! All 
majors are welcome. 
· 
--�-----1 / 1 4  
Welcome back E . 1 . U . 
Students! Take advantage of 
· our holiday rates at the 
European Tan Spa. 345·9 1 1 1 .  
________ 1 / 1 5  
T i c k l e  s o m eo n e ' s  
fancy . . .  with a Tickler Bouquet 
sent anywhere in the U .S.A. 
Call Noble's Flower Shop. 
345-700 7 .  
1 / 1 0  
THl3 MliN'5 RtX»f IA/Ill.. Be 
cVEJI MO/?& IN7ERACTIVE.. l£T MC SHCW YaJ Mt ClJN­
CEPT RJR Tie lJRJNAl.!3. 
\ 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
J.J.,ASA 
IOJ6-71MC l/$tR. .. 
I 
AND TO MAKE 7Hl3 exPEJ?/ENC£ MO/!£ 
"!}{Ct{TRICAL., I'M 
FIUIN6 7Jlf!/lf IUITH Ol?Y IC£.. , 
A> 
1 i 1 3  Winters here come to the. �---- THE TOODYWINKLE TRIO to Mixlil �UtS 
get a tan and feel l ike summers 
For Sale back. CONVENIENTLY located 
in · the University Village 348-
Nikk . 30 5 8 1 2 .  o receiver _ 1 / 1 o channel , Sanyo _A_L_PH_A__,.P_H_l_S_W,_E-L-(fOME 
. 
d_eck, and a EVERYONE BACK AND WISH iqualizer 1 0  band YOU A S U C C E S S F U L  for $250. Call SEMESTER! and ask for John. 
-�..,.--,--,-1 I 1 0 Gold 1 00 watt 
em. Receiver , T 
$450; Jensen 
FM cassette, auto 
Dolby $ 1 25;  Lane 
$250. Call 234· 
�,,,.-:;,--��1 / 1 3  1 97 7  Toyota Calica, 
Cassette , good 
tires $1 ,350.00. 
505, evenings 348· 
1 /9 
T�--R-1 -�S�I G�s-=-: --=w-=-=E�L�c-=-o M E  
BACK! !  GET READY FOR A 
GREAT SEMESTER! 
__
______ 1 /9 
Kim; Glad you are staying.  
Love, Kay. 
________ 1 /9 
Spend a Nite at the Movies 
with the Alpha Sigma Tau! 
January 9, 7 : 30p .m .  
________ 1 /9 
AL: Have you woke up dead 
lately? We hope your feet are 
breathing alright! Love, your. 
favorite neighbors. 
----- --:-=:=-,......,-,-1 19 
CARMAN 3 NORTH: Here's 
to a new semester-Let's make 
it a good one! Good luck with 
, your classes. Love, The 
Warden. 
1 /9 -SP ..... E=N_D_A_N""'ITE==--A".'":T,,.......,,THE 
MOVIES WITH ALPHA SIGMA 
. TAU! JANUARY 9, 7 :30p.m. 
__
______1 /9 
ALPHA PHIS: WELCOME 
BACK! HOPE EVERYONE 
HAD A MERRY CHRISTMAS & . 
HAPPY NEW YEAR. GOOD 
LUCK THIS SEMESTER I 
LOVE, JAIRON. 
__
______ 1 / 1 0  
ALPHA SIGMA TAU SPRING 
RUSH. JANUARY 9, 7:30p.m. 
________1 /9 
Anti-Violence 
. Volunteers 
Center for Non-� 
� lllMldng Y.tlme 
...,,_ Lodging, $ 1 �  . . .  
hellth -age. Public lnl«eet 
r-ch Ind publielllng on aggrMGion, deYeloping _,_ 
on. non-llkllence Ind openittng Nallonlil Coelllton on TaleYl8ion 
Violence. In Champaign next to 
Unlveratty of 18noia. One v­
commltment with $ 1 000 
eeperellon stipend. 2 1 7  ·384-
1 920. Reaume to Thoma ' 
Reclecld, M.D., Box . 2 1 57,  ' Champaign IL 8 1 820. 
C ha nelle ' s  Daily 
Reach out and touch someone ____________________ __, 
- - �-.;:: · . .  · I i------ � . . . \...._ --�-...,.,,,,.-.:.:--=-""� -
� �,- "" =· �;;�,,· ' • . ' : :  -� \ ;, ,.- .  . . ............ , r1!/li 
• · •'f'r/J!�:;-� ;:-..t..---. ... . 
• ... ·r1. 
.-:.. -
I 
1 1  
�·· 
COME PARTY_ W /US TONIGHT! 
· ·tITT�E KI�GS NIGJ!Tl 
-J 405 4th St. 
Open 
at 
8 :00 p.m. 
348-8387 
THE BEST IUIGEI AND BEST PllCE 
THIS SIDE OF HOME! 
What's as special  tasti ng as a Dai ry Quee n ·  treat? The 
"homestyle" Double Burger from Dai ry Queen 
It's a whole one third pou nd of pu re beef that 
looks,  cooks and tastes homemade . 
And now you get a l l  that hearty, homestyle 
taste for just 99c . ,, 
Bite i nto our th ick .  j u icy Double Bu rger 
We th i n k  you ' l l  agree. it 's the best ® 
bu rger th is  s ide of home! 
Try o�e soon at a partic i pati ng Dai ry Queen'- l.,.�,ial' Brazier store near you U1 06.lfll® 
- WE TIEAT YOU llGHT'" AM 0 . 0 .  Corp /1 984 · · 
20 State St . 1 0 :30 am - 9:30 pm 
Check the latest .scores 
in the 
· '  Sports ·sect ion . 
Deep in the jungles qf Africa . . .  
�rd Chamberlain 
� The adventure qf a lifetime IPc-•i! 
STARTS· FRIDAY ! 7:1 0 • 9:1 0 
......... --====== �---..--..--
"THE SPECIAL EFFECTS 
ARE ASIDNISHING:' 
-Jan Herman . THE DAILY NEWS 
"THE FILM IS 
SCARY . . .  Fast and 
nerve-racking . . .  
Startling I" 
"I LOVED ITI • • .  
Wild and scary . . .  
Gives you 
goosebumps . . .  
A classy thril ler." 
-Katie Kelly, ABC-lV 
NEW\IDRill PICllJRES """""' A OOUGlAS CURilS& JOEL B. MICHAFLS -
A HARLEY COKUSS r11m TOMMY LEE JONES BLACK MOON RISING LINDA HAMILTON 
l()BOO'VAUGHN RICHARDJAECKEL BUBBi\ SMffil Musicil!'LALOSCHJFRIN 51orylJ!'JOHN 
xlftn!llarb)'.IOHN CARPfNJ'ER and DF.SMOND NAKANO and WillJAM GRAY Proclucodll!'ffi B. MIOWlS e ������OOUGIA5CURI1S DittctediJ!'HARLEYcoKUSS R -�::=.-
ST ARTS. FRIDAY! 5:05 • 7£05 • 9:05 
Thursday, January 9 ,  1 986 
to 49-ers last season 
mbered by Payton 
, Ga.  (AP)- Walter 
left with an unpleasant 
mouth a year ago . He 
it again. 
it, Payton and Chicago 
ve to pound out a victory 
Los Angeles Rams in 
Grab all the gusto you can, tomorrow 
is not promised to anybody. I can 
attest to that. When we lost to San 
Francisco, I was afraid . I knew I 
couldn't go another nine or 1 0  years to 
get there. 
. I I 
'!& 
MOLSON 
12 oz . bottles 
$1 .00 
All Day - All Night 
FREE Prize 
1 
..... .... .... ......... I · 1 O weeks Til l  : i Spring Break: I 
I SHAPE . '.i 
I UP!  at i 
. : I E� L. Krackers : 
! :· ; Instructor: = : 
ier Field Sunday to earn 
Bowl XX. 
" I  look at the losing years and am 
thankful I survived, "  said Payton . 
' ' The key has been keeping a positive 
mental attitude. How? I do it with 
mirrors . "  
SPRING BREAK 
= Cindy Harris : 
= M-Thurs I 
so close, "  Payton 
L U V  t he S u n ?  
· 7 night -. · / 8 day-. 
• • : 4 :00 and 5 : 1 5  : 
I Sunday 4 :00 I 
nesday at the Bears' 
training camp outside 
thoughts were of last year 
bears lost the National 
championship game to the 
49-ers 23-0. 
One reason for Payton's durability 
has been conditioning. He is 3 1  and has 
started in 1 57 of the 1 63 games the 
Bears have played during his career. 
He missed those six starts in his rookie 
season in 1 975 . 
i n  Ft . Lauderda le , Dayt ona 
or t he I s land ... 
! s 1  e per month ! 
! s50 per semester I · 
how badly we want this 
t year, ' '  said Payton ,  the 
ootball League's  all-time 
. "The taste in our 
San Francisco was not 
Although the Bears open - their 
training camp in July each year, Walter 
gets off to an early start. 
l lllHl l 3611 -21Hl6 TOI . I .  t'RU: 
• • : Starts Jan . 1 3th : 
! CALL 58 1 -5655 I 
............................ 
one wants it again . 
tter of having to win every 
started out as a three-game 
is the second game coming 
't afford a mental or 
"I always start two months earlier, ' '  
Payton said. "The only way you can 
maintain your condition is work hardet 
than you did the previous year. ' '  
There is a hill in Arlington Heights, 
Ill . ,  that is Payton's personal project. 
The hill is 50 yards high and is at a 45-
degree angle. And there is a friend, 
Kevin Kelly, a 1 9-year-old linebacker 
who played at Indiana University. 
--------GET-oiiroi=-fHE-RUT--­
AND DISCOVER TED 'S (entertainment center) , ,  
o has suffered with some 
in his brilliant 1 1 -year 
the emotional doors of 
PARTY & DANCE to LIVE D.J. 
playing . � MILLER LITE your favorite ' 2 5 
_
 POPCORN Rock-N-Roll to Sain Francisco was the I've had to deal with in 
' said Payton. "I don't 
ough that again . This is 
't feel the impact and 
is game, call out the fire 
"We would work and work trying to 
make each other quit , ' '  said Payton .  
"We would g o  up and down that hill 
and run and nm . · ·  1 Music _ HOTDOGS 
All of which has helped Payton gain 
a record 1 4,680 yards in regular season 
competition. Come Sunday, Payton 
knows he will be a main cog in the 
Bears' offensive scheme. 
I Show an EIU LD. for NO COVER tonite . I 85¢ Bacardi & Coke • Bring l.D. 
!_!.1.:�1:_<>!:..�!l.!_e_5_!:!��!..<!!'! _ _ _ _ _  �!!.�:!!!!.., is promised to you, 
what's  going to happen. 
JANUARY 
TUESDAY WED ' DA Y THURSDAY 
Greek 
N ite Open 
9 : 00 pm 
7 ·  
2 5 ¢ 
- sEER 
NITE 
8 
Free Pass 
Nite 
Good only till 
1 1  :00 pm 
/ 
7 5e Tom Collins 
2 
9 
Little 
King's 
N ite 
Little 
King's 
N ite 
1 3  
Greek 
1 4  1 5  · 1 6 
Progressive Free Pass 
' 
Nite Nite Nite 
Sorority or frat w/most 
bottle caps at 1 2  wins keg 
75• Domestic Bottle 
20 
Girls Chug 
Contest. 
Drafts Start At 
1Qt & Go Up 
Every Hour 
2 
Progressive 
Nite 
Drafts Start At 
Beer Supplied 1 oe & Go U p  
Keg to Winner Every Hour 
27 28 
Guys Chug .  Progressive 
Contest Nite 
Beer Supplied 
Keg to Winner 
Drafts Start At 
1oe & Go Up 
Every Hour 
Good only till 
11 :00 pm 
7 5e SI . Gin Fizz 
22 
Free Pass 
Nite 
·Good only till 
11 : 00 pm 
5e Blue Tail Fl 
9 
Free Pass 
Nite 
Good only till 
1 1  :00 pm 
5e Tom Collins 
Little 
King's 
N ite 
23 · 
. Little 
King's 
N ite 
30 
Little 
King's 
Nite 
FRIDAY 
1 0 T· N·t le I e 
Wear A Tie & get 
in free from 8-9 
2-4- 1 Till 9 :00 
7 5e Rum & Coke 
1
7 Lad" 1es 
get in free 
from 8-9 
2-4- 1 Till  9 :00 
7 5e Fuzzy Navel 
24 
Bring a Pen 
get in for Yt price 
from 8-9 
2-4- 1 Till  9 :00 
7 5e Screwdriver 
31 
Get in Free 
from 8-9 
2-4- 1 Til l  9 :00 
75e Any Shot 
SATURDAY 
4 
2 FOR 1 
Til l  
9 : 00 
1 1 
2 FOR 1 
Til l  
9 : 00 
1 8  
2 FOR 1 
Til l  
9 : 00 
25 
2 FOR - 1 
Till 
9 : 00 
\ 
. ... 
• 
1 4  Thursday, January 9 ,  1 986 
Lady Panthers '  defense never rests ; 
ke.y element foi ls  preseason pol ls  
· By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
. After being picked to finish fifth in the Gateway 
. conference, Eastern's women's basketball team has 
proven pollsters wrong with its current -1 0:2 record . 
With outstanding· defense and a strong transition 
game, the Panthers have vaulted above their com­
petition.  
Eastern coach Bobbie Hilke is convinced her 
team's  defense is the " heart and soul" of a dub 
which is slowly building a reputation in the Gateway. 
The Panther defense has caused opponents to 
commit 3 1 5  turnovers , 1 54 of - those steals . Against 
Eastern, the opposition averages a whopping 26. 3  
turnovers a game . 
"(Melanie) Hatfield has created the difference that 
makes our defense work really well . She is having a 
superb year, "  Hilke said . 
Hatfield leads the team with 57 steals in 1 2  games . 
The senior says that her quickness and ability to read 
a person' s  eye and body movements gives her an 
edge. 
" I  read the eye contact and body gestures . I try to 
pick up on that and a Jot of tiny things , " ·  Hatfield 
said . 
And as a team, "we pressure the (opposing) teams 
a lot up top ·and we also cut off the passing zones 
well . The guards are real smart up top , "  she added. 
Hilke said, "Mel, Sheryl (Bonsett) , Pat Hamilton 
and Liz Cavanagh have put in some sound games for 
us. They are always causing teams to have trouble 
passing and in-boµnding the ball . 
. "They are exceptional athletes and I think they 
have a strong desire to win, "  Hilke said . 
In tum, the Panthers' defense feeds the offense. 
"The.transition game creates a lot of points . When 
we get those steals , we have great speed on the wings. 
Mel and Chris (Aldridge) fill the wings and Sheryl 
has been making great decisions running the fast 
break, "  Hilke said. 
' 'A tipped ball gets the adrenaline going and keeps 
the players in the game mentally, ' '  she added. 
Hilke is a strong believer in defense and the 1 985" 
86 edition of .women's  basketball is certainly the 
coach' s  dream. 
Aldridge earns honor 
with torrid shooting 
By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
Senior Chris Aldridge, a 5- 1 1 forward of Eastern's  
· women's basketball team, has been named the 
Gateway conference player-of-the-week . 
Aldridge collected 50 points and 1 7  rebounds in 
games against Gateway rivals Wichita State and 
Southwest Missouri this past week. 
Last Thursday, Aldridge scored 30 poillts and had 
eight rebounds against the Shockers and 20 points , 
nine rebounds and eight assists against SWMO. 
She also tied a school record of 1 5  field goals 
against Wichita. 
Aldridge leads the Panthers with a 1 9. 9  scoring 
average which is second in the league. She is also 
second in the conference in field goal percentage, . 
shooting at a .472 clip. And she is 1 0th in free throw 
percentage at 68 percent. · 
• 
Lake Land Extension Courses 
• 
at Charleston High School 
Dale Alexander, Coordinator ( 2 1 7-345-38 1 8) 
Registration : Beginning Jan . 1 3  
at first class meeting in assigned room . 
COURIE SEC COURSE NAME TYPE CR DAYS TIME BLDGIR.M INSTRUCTOR COST 
ADULT EDUCATION-ABE/GED 
0 1  008 CA GEN EDUC DEVEL I LT 3.0 M 7:00-9:45 PM CS 301 PEARY M NC 
BIO-SCIENCE 
1 2 1 00 CA BIO.SCIENCE I LT/LB 4.0 M 8:00- 1 0:30 PM CS 208 ADKI NS J  1 1 7 .00 
BUSINESS 
15 1 1 0  CA BEG TYPEWRITING LT 3.0 M 8:30-9: 1 5 PM CS 308 HENCKEN M 85.50 
1 5  1 1 1  CA ADV TYPEWRITING LT 3.0 M 6:30-9: 1 5  PM CS 308 STAFF 85.50 
1 5  1 23 CA BEG SHORTHAND LT 4 . 0 T  6:30· 1 0: 1 0 PM CS 304 JOHNSON W 1 1 4.00 
1 5 1 51 CA FINANCIAL ACCTNG LT/LB 3.0 W 6:30· 1 0: 1 0 PM CS 306 GREOO C 65.50 
1 5  1 52 CA MANAGERIAL ACCT LT 3.0 R 6:30·9: 1 5 PM CS 308 WANSERSKI L 85.50 
1 5  281 CA BUS ST A TlSTICS LT 3.0 W 8: 30·9; 1 5 PM CS 305 MAZIARZ M 85.50 
DATA PROCESSING 
25 1 52 CA INIBO/BUSINESS D P  LT 3 . 0 W 6: 30-9: 1 5 PM CS 304 BRODERICK J 8 5 . 50 
ENG LISH • 
36 1 20 CA COMPOSITION I LT 3 . 0 M 6: 30-9: 1 5 PM CS 408 WISEMAN N 8 5 . 50 
GENERAL STUDIES 
40 0 1 8  CA BASIC JOB SEEK SKIL LT 1 . 0 M 6:00-6 : 50 PM CS 303 PEARY M NC 
HEAL TH EDUCATION • 
44 1 20 CA HUMAN HEALTH LT 2 . 0 T  �00- 7 : 40 PM CS 303 OGLETREE R 57 .00 
HOME ECONOMICS 
46 247 CA FAMILY RELATIONS LT 3 . 0 W 6 : 30·9: 1 5 PM CS 305 SCHAFFER J 85.50 
LAW ENFORCEMENT 
55 1 50 CA INTRO/CRIMINAL JUST LT 3 . 0  M 6 : 30-9: 1 5  PM CS 304 CONNER C 8 5 . 50 
LITERATURE 
59 1 30 INTRO TO LITERATURE LT 3.0 W 8:30·9: 1 5 PM CS 307 CLARK D 85.50 
MATHEMATICS 
63 1 30 CA COLLEGE ALGEBRA LT 3.0 M 6: 30-9: 1 5 PM CS 305 BIRCH P 85.50 
63 1 40 C1 INTRO/BASIC PROGRM LT 2 . 0 M 6:30- 1 0: 1 0 PM CS 3 1 2 MILLER C 57.00 
63 1 4 1 C5 ADV BASIC PROGRM LT 1 .El R 6:30-8: 1 0  PM CS 31 2 MILLER C 28.50 
63 2 1 0  CA FINITE MATHEMATICS LT 3.0 T 6:30-9: 1 5 PM  CS 305 BOROUGHS C  85.50 
63 2 1 1  MATH ANALYSIS LT 3.0 W 6:30-9: 1 5  PM CS 305 SVENDSEN E 85.50 
The Dally. £astern 
Frankl in,_from page 1 
remembered for enormous contributions in bo 
" I  want people to say that I tried to make 
difference, " Franklin said . "I hope I '  
remembered as a historian first, but also one w 
helped build a sound athletic program built 
excellence and free of scandal. ' '  
Not only did Franklin teach history, but 
also has served Eastern as director of resear 
and as director of affirmative action.  He is 
noted researcher who has published numero 
scholarly pieces in addition to four books.  
Franklin rattled off numerous fond memo · 
of his 1 0  years of working for Eastern, but 
1 978 NCAA Division 11 national champions 
in football sticks out above the rest. 
panthers_trom page 1 
said . " Jon did a nice job keeping him fr 
getting the 1 5  to 1 6-foot jump shot . "  
Eastern returns to action Saturday a t  North 
Iowa. The game marks the conference opener 
the Panthers . 
Butler (&&) 
Fitzgerald 1 0  2·3 2 2 ,  Givens 1 0-0 2 ,  Gallahar. 3 2· 
Tucker 7 2·2 1 6 , Yeater 2 O·O 4, Jones 1 O·O 2, Fowt 
2·3 6 ,  Hackey 0 0-0 0, Beam 2 O·O 4, Craner 1 0-0 
Totals 29·65 8- 1 O 66. 
Eeatern (81 )  
Crook 8 0-0 1 6; Collins 1 1  2 · 4  24,  K. Duckworth 1 0  
2 2 ,  Evans 1 0·0 2 ,  West O O·O O ,  Taytor 2 3-4 7 ,  Vance 
0 2, Strickland 0 O·O 0, Beck 1 O·O 2, Emro 0 O·O 0, P 
0 O·O 0. Totals 35·76 1 1 · 1 4 8 1 .  
Rebounds-Eastern 4 7  (Duckworth 1 7) ,  Butler 
(Gallahar 8) . Turnovers-Eastern 1 O. Butler 
Assists-Eastern 1 8  (Crook and Evans 7), Butler 1 8. 
percentage-Eastern 46. 1 ,  Bl.itler 44. 6  Steals-Eastern 
Butler 8 .  Total fouls-Eastern 1 2 , Butler 1 6. 
time-Eastern 45, Butler 34. 
A-2,508. 
• 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
88 231 CA PAIN ECON I/MACRO LT 3.0 M 6:30-9: 1 5 PM 
811 ? 7 1  CA INTR!PSYCHO'.OOY LT 3 .0 T  8:3C>-9: 1 5 PM 
86 272 CA AOVA�ED PSY LT 3.0 M 8:3C>-9: 1 5  PM 
tlti 2 i 4 CA CHILO DEVELOPMENT lT 3.0 R 6:30-9: 1 5 PM  
86 278 CA FAMILY RELATIONS LT 3.0 W 8:30-9: 1 5 PM 
SPEECH 
CS 306 
CS 306 
CS 1 0 1 
CS 1 0 1  
CS 305 
WALKER G 
FOREMAN T  
FOREMAN T 
ALEXANDER J 
SCHAFFER J 
81;.50 
65.50 
85.50 
85.50 
85.50 
Thursday • Jan uary 9 
7 :30 p.m. 
88 1 1 1  CA PUBLIC SPEAKING 
VOCATIONAL SKILLS 
94 020 C1 INTROIOPERAT 
114 022 C5 MICRO FIELD APPl 
LT 3.0 T 8:30-9: 1 5 PM  CS 301 HOLLAOA B 85 . 50 1 808 9th Street 
LT 2.0 R 8:30- 1 0: 1 0 PM  CS 3 1 0  MIU,ER C 88.00 
LT 2.0 R 6:30- 1 0: 1 0 PM  CS 3 1 0  MILLER C 88.00 Call 345-7236 for details 
Looking for bargains? 
· 
-
· 
. 
· 
, 
· Check the classified ads!  
�\?-.�.·: -.!" � 
;!';.,•.'< 
· Thursdc\y, January 9 ,  1 986 
core board· Report scores to 58 1 -28 1 2  
Pct. GB 
.758 -
. 11 1 8 4Y, 
. 11 1 1 4Y, 
.471 9Y. 
.343 1 4  
2 %  
3 
6 
6Y. 
1 0Y. 
1 4 Y1 
1 5 Y1 
1 7  
1 8  
Basketball > Sports log Basketball Hockey 
NBA Leaders FRIDAY 9 .  Kansas 1 2·2 761 Edmonton at Toronto WRESTLING-Eastern hosts Missouri, N .  Illinois, Lantz 1 0 . St. John 's 1 4· 1  738 Thursday's games 
Scoring Gym, 7 p.m.  
1 1  . Kentucky · 1 0· 1  644 ST. LOUIS at Boston 1 2 . UNLV 1 3·2 477 (Through Jen. 5) 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 1 3 . Georgetown 1 0·2 446 
Washington at Phi�phia 
1 4 . Ala-Birmingham 1 3·2 429 Pittsburgh at NY Isles 
FG FT PTS AVG PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks at Detroit Red 1 5 . Tex-El Paso 1 3· 1  362 Vancouver at Calgary Engllsh,Oen 361 2 2 7  990 30.0 
Wings, WBBM·AM ( 780) 6:30 p .m.  1 6. t.JOtre Dam e  7 · 1  3 1 1 Tuesday's results Danttey, Utah 356 295 1 0 1 1  29.7 1 7 . Louisville 7.3 242 Quebec 7, ST. LOUIS 2 
Wilklns,Atl 333 1 66 658 26.8 PRO SOCCER-Pi�sbur.gh at Chicago Sting, WAUR-FM 1 8. Illinois 1 0-3 1 58 Washington 4, Detroit 3 Short,GS 320 1 45 7 9 1  25.5 1 9 . Virginie Tech. 1 0-2 1 39 Minnesota 3, NY Isles 2 
WU'IDGE,CHI 334 2 1 6  886 24.6 ( 1 06) 7 : 35 p.m.  2 0 .  Purdue 1 3·2 1 1 9 Vancou- 2, Wtmipeg 2 
Davls,Pho 2 1 3  1 04 536 2 4 . 4  SATURDAY Free, Cle 268 1 9 1 754 24.3 
Malone.Phi 2 5 1  2 9 1  793 24.0 W"ESTLING-Eastern hosts ·central Missouri St. , Lantz Hockey NHL Leaders Bird.Boe 293 1 62 787 24.0 Gym, 1 :30 p . m .  (Through Jen. 51 Oljwn,Hou 3 1 2 1 86 8 1 0  23.6 
Vndwghe,Oen 293 245 831 23.7 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts S. Illinois, Lantz G A Nance, Phx 246 1 52 644 23.0 Gym, 7 : 30 p.m.  Gretzky, Edm 28 75 Johnaon,LAC 298 1 36 733 2 2 . 9  NHL Lemieux, Pit 24 43 Mitchell.SA 3 1 4  1 43 7 7 1  2 2 . 7  MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern a t  Northern Iowa. Naslund, Mon 27 39 Aguirre,Oal 234 1 1 8 587 2 2 . 6  Campbell Conference 
A·Jabbar,LAL 292 1 26 . 7 1 0  2 2 . 2  SPOR.TS ON RADIO & TV Cofley,Edm 1 7  43 Norri• Dlwtslon Kurrf,Edm 29 · 29 McHale,Boa 273 1 60 706 2 2 . 1  PRO BASKETBALL-Los Angeles Clippers - at Chicago w L T Pis. Propp, Phi 26 3 1  Malone.Wash 298 1 07 708 2 1 . 4  CHICAGO 1 8  1 6  4 40 SAVARD, CHI 25 32 Carroll, GS 287 1 69 743 2 1 . 2  Bulls, WMAQ-AM (670) 7 : 30 p.m.  ST. LOUIS 1 7  1 8  4 38 P..Statsny,Que 2 1  35 Thomas,Oet 252 1 82 875 20.5 SUNDAY Minnesota 1 5  1 7  7 37 Hwerchck, Wpg 28 26 Worthy. LAL 268 1 00 836 1 9. 9  Toronto 1 0  2 2  5 25 Anderson ,Edm 26 27 SPORTS ON RADIO & TV Detroit 9 26 5 23 Broten, Min 1 6  35 
Rebounding PRO FOOTBALL-NFC Championship, Los Angeles Goulet, Que 30 20 
Rams at Chicago Bears, CBS-TV (Channels 3, 1 0) ,  WGN-
Smythe Dlwlslon Bossy, NYI 26 24 
OFF DEF TOT AVG Edmonton 29 7 4 62 MURRAY.CHI 23 2 7  
Williams, NJ 1 3 1 296 429 1 2 . 3  AM (720) 1 1  :30 a.m.  Calgary 1 7  1 9  3 37 
Laimbeer,Oet 1 2 1 294 4 1 5 1 2 . 2  Vancouver 1 3  23 5 3 1  
Sampson, H o u  1 09 290 399 1 1 . 7  PRO FOOTBALL-AFC Championship, New England Winnipeg 1 3  25 5 3 1  Soccer Malone, Phi 1 4 1 2 3 9  380 1 1 . 5 Patrfosts at Miami Dolphins, NBC-TV (Channels 2 ,  1 5) ,  3 Los Angeles 1 2  22 4 28 Oljwon, Hou 1 75 2 1 4  389 1 1 . 4 
Barkley. Phi 1 23 2 1 6  339 1 0 . 3  p.m . Wales Conference 
Smith, GS 1 63 1 8 1 344 9 . 8  PRO HOCKEY-Hartford Whalers at Chicago Black P•trlclc Division Perkins.Dal 79 208 287 9 . 6  Hawks, WBBM-AM (780) ,  7 :35 p.m.  w L T Pis. MISL Na lCt•, Pho 7 7  1 86 263 9 . 4  Philadelphia 2 9  1 1  0 58 
Par,� . Bos 7 1  2 2 7  298 9 . 3  Washington 25 1 0  4 54 East 
Bird. Bos 7 1  2 2 7  298 9.3 NY Isles 1 6  1 5  9 4 1  
GREEN.CHI 1 0 7 2 2 7  334 9 . 3  AMCU AP Poll Pittsburgh 1 7  1 9  4 38 . w L Pct. Minnesota 1 2  8 .600 
lndlvldual Stats The Top Tw�ty teams in the NY Rangers 1 7  2 1  2 36 Cleveland 1 0  8 . 556 
Big Ten conference Scoring Associated Press college basketball pol l ,  New Jersey 1 3  24 1 27 Baltlmore 9 8 . 5 2 9  
G Pis Avg 
with first-place votes in parentheses and Pittsburgh 8 9 . 4 7 1  Big Ten Overal l Name season record. Total points based on 20· Adema Olvlalon 
w L w L Krayenbrink,NIU 9 1 98 2 2 . 0  1 g. 1 8 · 1 7 · 1 6 · 1 5 - 1 4 - 1 3 · 1 2 · 1 1 · 1 0 · 9  w L T Pts. 
CHICAGO 7 - 9 . 438 
Dallas 9 1 2  .429 Michigan 2 0 1 4  0 COLUNS,EIU 1 1  2 2 4  20.4 -8-7·6· 5·4·3·2- 1 :  Montreal 2 2  1 3  4 48 
Purdue 2 0 1 3  2 Smith, CSU 1 1  2d5 1 8 . 6  Record Pis. Quebec 23 1 5  2 48 West Wisconsin 0 9 2 Longino,UIC 1 0  1 79 1 7 . 9 1 .  North Carolina (46) 1 4·0 1 , 243 Boston 1 8  1 4  7 43 
ILLINOIS 1 1 0  3 2 .  Michigan ( 1 3) 1 4·0 1 , 1 93 Hartlord 2 0  1 8  4 1  w L Pct. 
Iowa 1 1 1  4 Rebounding 3 .  Duke (4) 1 2-0 1 , 1 36 Buffalo 1 8  1 8  4 40 San Diego 1 1  6 .647 
Ohio State 1 8 3 Name G Reb Avg 4. Syracuse 1 0·0 1 ,0 7 7  Wichita 1 1  7 . 6 1 1 
Michigan St. 1 1 1 0  2 DUCKWORTH ,EIU 1 1 9 1  8 . 3  5 .  Georgia Tech 1 0· 1  948 Wednesday's results ST. LOUIS 1 0  1 0  . 500 
Indiana 0 2 8 4 Plondke, NIU 9 · 65 8 . 1  6 .  M.emphis St. 1 2·0 895 New Jersey at CHICAGO Kansas City 9 1 0  .474 
Northwestern 0 1 6 5 Chambers, UIC 1 0 73 7 . 3  7 .  Oklahoma 1 3·0 8 8 1  Boston at Montreal Tacoma 9 1 2  .429 
Minnesota 0 2 1 0  5 Bell.Val 9 64 7 . 1  8. LSU 1 4·0 826 Los Angeles at Pittsburgh Los Angeles 6 1 2  .333 
You'll flip 
over Dexter 6oots. 
The P�port 
Collection . . . 
"Julie" $68 
Brown , Black, or Gray 
for the journey ahead 
Designed for today' s  fashion conscious woman , the Herff 
Jones'  Passport Collection offers the ultimate in 
contemporary styling . 
The variety of choices available , allows you to select a 
style which expresses your personality today and for 
many years to come . 
Sale ends Fr iday 
� 
Catalina Persuasion Encore Fantasy 
This is the hottest boot in America. Dexter's version 
features soft leather uppers and convertible tops that can 
flip up, down, or anywhere in between. And at Dexter's price, this season, everyone can afford to be in fashion. 
PTS 
1 03 
67 
�� 
58 
57 
57 
56 
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5 1  
50 
50 
50 
GB 
1 y, 
2 %  
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INYARTS Intrigue Mirage University U n ion Lobby Elegance Tiara ..__ ... i!I--
Shoe Store- North Side of Square 
Charleston 
on what's happenin g .  
Read The Daily Eastern News . 
thing ventured , nothing.gained ! 
- SPEC IAL CO U PON!  
Receive A Free 4pt. Diamond 
With A Herff Jones Setting. 
!JH��!.!"��.'!.!:�. Herff Jones College Rings • Z 
Shop The Daily Eastern News classifieds I 
• 
� • 
fourth and· t�ng: . 
Jeff Long 
Looking· forward . 
. 
' 
to better sights 
for 1 986 season 
Your elders always tell you to look ahead. Don't 
live in the past . The future is brighter. What 's  done is 
done. Push forward and don't look back . · Okay. After 2 1  years of not listening, I ' ll take a 
little of that advice. 
· 
So instead of looking over my shoulder, I've 
committed to keeping my eyes . on the vast horizon 
ahead. Here are some of the sights I ' m  looking 
forward to in 1 986: 
I would like to see a prevent defense that prevents . 
Whitey Herzog and Tommy Lasorda belly-dance. 
Manute Bol do thermometer ads . 
The Chicago Cubs' hospital bill for 1 985 . 
An Eastern tailgate party. 
Bernie Kosar sell condominiums in Cleveland . 
A salary cap with a lid that fits . 
Refrigerator Perry kick a field goal . 
I would like to see every day proclaimed Mardi 
Gras (in honor of Bill Veeck) 
Bo Jackson cut quiche from his diet . 
The University of Illinois underrated in anything. 
Patrick Ewing named New York's  heir apparent to 
}\ing Kong. 'Any object that Willie Gault can catch. 
John Tudor's fan club. 
An article in Playboy that doesn't send you 
searching 100 pages for the second part (of course 
getting to the back isn't all bad). 
· 
Where Don King gc;!ts his hair <;lone.  
I woul.d like to see the NHL -hire a dental com-
missioner. . 
A jar of mustard and a pair of defensive backs that 
can cover Miami' s  Marks Brothers. · 
Villanova make Cinderella the team mascot . 
If Coors adds anything else to that special water of 
theirs . · 
Boris Becker with a clean shirt. 
The St . Louis football and baseball Cardinals 
perform Heimlich maneuvers on each other . 
A college fo tball team that claims it's No. 2. 
I would like to see how the Pink Panthers breathe. 
Billy Martin hire George Steinbrenner as his 
sparring partner, then fire him. 
Tarps outlawed in St . Louis . 
Bobby Knight buy North American furniture 
movers . 
NFL quarterbacks who don't  have to face the 
Bears next year send Pete Rozelle thank you cards.  
Doug Crook lead the Panthers in steals . 
Umpire Don Denkinger · on the Kansas City 
Royals ' highlight film. 
The Honey Bears . 
I would like to see an add/ qrop line that moves . 
A practical application for pro wrestling. 
T .C .  Chen hit the ball three times in one swing . 
Eastern cheerleaders perform . trapeze acts in 
Lantz . 
Michael Jordan . 
Tom Landry smile without his face cracking. 
A Big 10 team that leaves Pasadena smelling like a 
rose. 
More Sports Illustra!ed calendars . : · 
I would like tp see Jim McMahon pay attention. · 
A basketball team in Chicago . . 
Steve Carlton talk . I 
An artbook with John Madden's 'chalkboard' 
designs. 
William Perry do ads for Tab; 
A Hangover Bowl to watch with all tlte others on 
New Year's Day. 
And, just once, a report card I like. 
Freshman· forward Dave Vance slams home an 
alley-oop pass from Panther guard Doug Crook 
RICK STUCKEY I Staff 
during Eastern's 8 1-66 win Wednesday ni 
Butle� . 
Panthers .topple Butler 81 -6 
Eastern displease·d with lackluster showi 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant sports editor -
Winning isn't everything. : Eastern' s  men's 
basketball team agreed to that �ollowing its 81-66 
non-conference victory over Butler Wednesday in 
Lantz Gym. 
The wiri, which came on " Farewell to ! the 
Franklins" Night, in which former Eastern NCAA 
Representative Jimmy Franklin and his wife Golda 
were honored, boosted the Panthers record to '8-4. 
Butler slipped to 3-7 .  
' ' 
Yet, the Panthers were far from pleased with their 
performance. 
"I'm not sure what it was (but} we kind of played 
lackluster there for the first few minutes, "  Eastern 
guard Doug Crook said after the game. 
" We played·a  little better the second half. We still 
didn't  play great . We'll take the victory , "  Crook 
added. 
Although coach Rick Samuels · was happy to gain 
the victory, he was far from pleased with 
thers' performance.  
"A win's  a win, but I think that we have t 
our rhythm and our alertness and our aggr 
and I just thought those things were not 1 
tonight , "  Samuels said. 
Senior foward Jon Collins was near 100 
however , as the All-American paced all sco 
24 points- 1 6  coming in the first half-to 
sluggish Panthers . 
" J·on is a great player; I keep telling him 
he doesn't believe me, " Panther cente 
Duckworth said. 
"The other teams are talking junk to him ( 
on. the floor and Jon just goes out and 
himself, ' '  Duckworth added. 
Samuels assessed Collins' defensive job on B 
leading scorer Chad Tucker as "decent . "  
" He (Collins) played him (Tucker) hard,"  S 
(See PANTHERS , page 14) 
Fran klin a trademark of excellence 
By JEFF l,.ONG 
Sports editor 
When Jimmie Franklin bid 
farewell to Eastern Wednesday 
night in Lantz Gym, it was as if he 
were taking a, part of Eastern 
athletics with him . 
Franklin, who has served as 
Eastern.' s  faculty representative 
since 1975, will move on to teach 
at Vanderbilt University beginning 
next week. 
In his time at Eastern, Franklin 
·has played a significant role in the 
growth of Eastern athietics. For 
the · past 10 years, he has been 
involved in the tutoring and 
recruitment of Eastern athletes. 
As faculty repr�sentative ,  
Franklin, a history professor, 
Jlmmi� Franklin 
chaired the intercollegiate athletic 
board and served as a liason for 
Eastern to the NCAA. His 
were all volunteer . 
More than 2,500 studen 
faculty showed up in 
Wednesday on "Farewell 
Franklins" night. That's t 
Franklin feels he will · 
most upon departing Baste 
"I was touched by the 
who came out , "  Fran 
afterwards .  "The ·sad 
when I looked at the 
sections . I 've always 
close to the students . ' '  'Franklin has always stri 
excellence in sports, but is q 
point out that athletics sh 
overshadow the scholarly 
of education . He 
(See FRANKLIN, page 
